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VE DAY AND AFTER 
The 3rd. of May 1945, the day on which 

the war ended officially insofar as the 
Canadian Army fighting in the Nether
lands and NW Germany was concerned, 
found the Highlanders resting in the small 
town of Appingedam, a few kilometres f rom 
the scene of their last action at Delfzljl. 
Thi!il day of days also found the Regiment 
positively dry, meaning outside of the Vic
tory issue of Rum, there was nothing io 
the way of intoxicating liquors. No cele
brations were held, the usual poker games 

Here too we held our .,Farewell Parade" 
for our Divisional GOC Maj. General "Bert" 
Hoffmeister. While the rifle companies 
marched past followed by the vehicle
borne stalwarts from Support and Hqs 
Companies, he took the salute... The civi
lians got their greatest thrill out of our 
kilted pipers, for no matter what the oc
casion, when the Pipe Band played, every
one turned out. 

However that old saying "All good thing::: 
must come to an end" proved itself again, 
for after two short months on the 30th of 
June we left our pelfzijl. We were 

continued, or the odd ambitious L f z IJ L 
soldaten peeled a letter off in S T R E E T C L E A R I N G I N D E 
the general direction of his 
current flame. 

Then we moved . . back to 
Delfzijl, but there was no figh
ting to get into town, we simply 
rolled in and settled down. Gra
dually the feeling the war was 
over took hold, and the men 
began looking around for some 
forms of entertainment. We 
didn't have to look far, as the 
good citizens of Delfzijl really 
went out of their way to keep 
the entire battalion happy. 
under the able supervision of 
Maj. "11'1 Abner Stephens in 
Dances were held nightly, 
one of the bigger cafes, and 
after some minor difficulties 
(Mainly sorting the mof-girls 
from the non-mof) they turned 
out to be right in the groove. 
Beer was hauled from Belgium 
and sold over the bar in the 
men's canteen; sports was the 
order of the afternoon, and 
parades were cut down to a 
minimum. 

Every man found a personal 
home too, where he was in
variably received almost as a 
member of the family. The 
people, who had suffered their 
casualties too during the seige, 
seemed to understand the out
look of the ordinary soldier, 
and consequently our relations 
with them were of the highest 
order. · . ....... _ 

Picture above was taken by a Dutch photographer on the 
day of Liberation. The specimen with the Brefl Gun is Earl~ 
W ilsen from Sidney. and the killer with the steel helmet 14 

Cpl Dow B.A., who hails from Springhill. 
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M. M. 
Cita tion In the use of F-5 4 608 
CQ MS (A/CSM) David Le..o BELLE
FONTAINE - Cape Breton Highlan
ders. 

On the night 
12/18 Septem
ber 1944, the 
Battalion was 
ordered to take 
an objective on 
the CORIANO 
feature. "A" 
Company was 
in the second 
wave of the at
tack. Because 
of darkness of 
the night some 
of the person
nel lost directi
on. CSM BEL
LEFONT AINE, 
under intense, 
heavy mortar 

and machine gun fire, locating men of his 
company and with words of encouragement 
and praise led them to thei.r objective 
During one of the trips CSM BELLE
FONTAINE attacked an enemy machine 
gun nest and captured three prisoners. 

Throught the entire action CSM BEL
LEFONT AINE showed outstanding leader
ship, coolness and courage and largley by 
his efforts his company was able to form 
up on Its objective and the Battalion plan 
was successfully completed. 

cont. from page 1 
sorry to go, and we won't forget the 
kindness with which we were usually 
treated. That fact is borne out when one 
considers the number of men who continue . 
to journey the hundred odd kllometres up 
there, to visit their Delfzijllan friends. 

Here In Bolsward, the splendid organiza
tion which worked so well In Del.fzijl con
tinues to operate as to arranging different 
forms of entertainment ..... We still have 
the dances, the parties and all the girls 
still speak Dutch plus some little bits of 
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EDITORIAL 

REPATRIATION 
The main topic for discussion these days 

seems to be "repatriation". It Is an old and 
establlsed fact that In the army we must 
have something to argue, growl and grum
ble about and this question of "when are 
we going home" seems to provide excellent 
material 

It would seem though, that the more 
we told about it the more bitter, miserable 
and confused we become and of course the 
powers that be are usually left "holding 
the bag", although it Is doubtful it any of 
us have ever stopped to ask ourselves the 
question. "Could we have done any better 
had it been left with us to organize a 
repat. scheme" ? 

Let us, just for a change, stop to realize 
how thankful we should be that we are 
eventually going home, that the people 
responsible for getting us there are doing 
their best to hasten the day when our 
ship will sail majestically into Halifax 
harbour and that at the outside we will 
probably see good old Canadian shores 
sometime within the next few months which 
after all is'nt ·very long to walt for the 
finest picture of a lifetime. 

G. B. L 

English, but it's not quite the same. Perhaps 
this writer likes Delfzijl better ... 1 dunno. 
But no matter the differences, every day 
passed brings us another closer to that 
grand day when the Highlanders land back 
in their old stamping grounds. When we 
can look back over that long, long road 
that led us through our share of Hell and 
high-water, with the knowledge of a job 
well done, of friends well made, and an 
enemy well beaten. 

J . F. C. 

Memoir of happy Days. 

( 
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"Y" Y E L L I N G 
Beef and Grief I ! I What this individual 

would like to know is why the greater ma
jority of OR's ar not taking advantage of 
the excellent library facilities available at 
this unit ? On hand is a selection of books 
that should suit each individual's taste. 
We've got the works- from popular no
vels to The Bible - from poems to bio
graphies - from murder mysteries to hu
mor, but we haven't got the Power To 
Love. 

Latest St&Ustlca Show. 

(1) In 21 days 60 books have gone out. 
(2) Not 60 men havfa:lg borrowed 60 

books BUT 15 men taking the lot. 
(3) One repeat One man having borrowed 

15 books. 
( 4) Poor Show ! ! ! When unit strengtll 

is 543 all ranks. 

If you don't like the night Life of Bois
ward(?) why not get a book and forget 
your troubles for a few hours. 

The library is now In the reading room. 
It is for your benefit why not make use of it. 

Spec1al to all you blokes. - This past 
Monday saw the commencement of regular 
afternoon tea. Come one, Come all and 
don't forget your mug. Aileen voor Cana
dese Soldaten. 

Personal Services. In case you have'nt 
enquired the Deadline for Xmas Flower 
Orders is October 15. Payment made by 
Postal Note through the Paymaster. 

Don't forget that we have Multi Playing 
Cards, Crib Boards, Checker Games, etc. 
etc. at the Y, free for the asking. Don't 
forget our slogan - ASK FO IT WE 
"MAY" HAVE IT. 

COMING ATTBAOTIONS. 

Oct. 5 and 7 : Hangover Square 
starring Laird Cregar. 

Oct. 8 and 9 : Sunday Dinner for a Soldier 
Ann Baxter and John Hodlak. 

Oct. 11 : Princess and the Pirate 
Bobe Hope and Virginia Mayo. 

Oct. 12 and 14: Bring on the Girls 
Veronica. Lake and Eddy Bracken. 
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The Sargent's Corner 
We see where George "Wooden Shoes" 

Hall has returned from the CAOF to once 
again haunt the honest members of our 
good sarjentle's mess. We should let it go 
at that, but we won 't, 'cause now when 
one considers that we have two 'terrorists' 
instead of the one, things should be hum
ming right along of night. And before we 
forget, we wonder if it isn't possible for 
the entertainment committee to arrange 
some sort of programe, so the attending 
couples could have some idea of just what 
antic was coming next... So be lt ... 

A week ago, amid the crashing of ping
pong players and the tinkling of glasses, 
little Stu MacDonald plus one slightly used 
fiddle gave out with some real close to 
the floor rythm ... which incidently sounded 
o.k. to these aging ears. Then agah J 
doubt if any of the ears in the mess at the 
time were in any condition to pass any 
such judgement... Never-the-less young 
fella, ya gets the benfit of the doubt. 
One of our most astute members who 
might run under the initials of B. K .... 
insists in trying to drink one for one with 
his female companion. We honestly marvel 
at this fellows cour~ge and devotion to 
duty, 'cause night after night the story 
has same ending ... Our hero slides sUently 
under the table a victim of that rare 
malady, 'Cognacitus' ... 

In a house, in the town of Bolsward, 
there lives a weird collection of senior 
n.c.o.s, five is the number, of which two 
are CQMSs, and their plight is so serious 
(In the way of the many neccessiUes of 
life e.g., shaving equiptment, clean shirts, 
polishing gear, etc.,) that they have appea
led to UNNRA for immediate help. One of 
the applicants when interviewed said that 
it would be impossible for them to face the 
coming European winter unless the situa
tion was remedied as soon as possible. 

This 'n' that, here and there; Nick St. 
John uttering the following "Two bar
nights per week is enough ... " that could 
be entitled, a sign of the times ... Those 'Old 
women" who sit around the tables every 
evening round the hour of nine, eating and 
generally discussing the characters of the 
other members and their feminine friends ... 
Meow, meow ... 'Nuff said!! 
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BULL FROM H Q 
As I start off on this edition I can 

hardly see. What a blinding flash before 
ones eyes ; Rogers just gave me "Colgates 
special". 

I would like to extend a welcome through 
this column too our new Coy. C.O. He 
doesn't come as a stranger but as one whc 
is well known here; all the best Captain. 

pte. Pasieka is about to retu.rn from 
Paris leave. Gee ! do you suppose he'll be 
wearing his hair with one of those Paris 
up-sweeps. 

Glad too st~e G. Attwood regaining his 
rightful colour after being embareseed at 
the Leeuwarde theatre. Of course that's 
one of the handicaps of being attractive, 
Goo. 

The water must of been cold but there 
was "Hands" begging for mercy from the 
stocky girl on the canal bank, "sure I'll 
take you back too Canada, If you will only 
quit throwing me in here". • 

We notice that the private on the pay 
staff plays tennis. I figure Its an attempt 
counter the bill-billy opinion the boys took 
of him. G fooled a nation with propa
ganda but don't you try It with HQ. 

Think I'll close and see If T.C.A. has 
turned out any fresh bulletons. 

In case any of you a reare interested to 
know why Quartermaster Cantwell wears 
all those bars on his Efficiency Medal, the 
undermentloned conversation, as overheard 
by me, occured some time ago : 

Capt. Currie : Did you ever get pegged 
In the Army, Quarters ? 

Q. M. Cantwell : (with a depp husky 
voice) oh ! yes ! Once. 

Capt. Currie : And what was that for. 
Q. M. Cantwell : For having dirty bow::; 

and arrows. 

"LITTLE JOES" BCOY 
Whitin the course of the past week 

we have bad a couple of changes In 
the Coy. That Is Capt. Fox has been 
posted to Hq. Coy. So now we have changed 
our title to Lit tle Joes. Our new Coy Com·· 
mander now being Lt. MacDonald. 
We trust his stay with the Coy will be 
very enjoyable for him. 

All the boys are looking forward to the 
tlip through Germany. Some like the idea 
and others ? ? 

Ten Pltn seems to be itself again due to 
the beer being in, and Pltn lsnt doing so 
bad. Even slow motion is getting his tonsils 
wet. 

The kitchen staff want to know If they 
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NEWS 
from the Hayshakers 

By "Omar". 
"Joe" Louis had better get In shape as 

"Normie" Macintyre is training hard In 
9 platoon billets every night. His version 
of how he could handle the "Brown Bom
ber" last week was a lu lu. Great stuff 
that Blue Flame ..... . 

For those interested Bill Almond's Bar is 
still open for business at hours advertised ... 

Joe Campbell: "U you don't get up 
Harper, I'll have to peg you. Check, check, 
that's what Gillan told me to do" ..... . 

The idea of a new tavern, In the shakel'll 
mess ball has been adopted with success. 
All seem comfortably seated ...... 

What certain little soldier was seer. 
laying haykes on L/Cpl. Maldments head 
this past week? Could It be that promoter 
D. H. again ...... 

BEWARE of those new locks Steve 'cause 
some day you may lock youtself In a cold 
storage...... and then you've had it ...... 

Will there be an extra medal for those 
who fought in Germany the second time ? 
If so, some of the boys who were on the 
tour had better look Into the matter .. .. 
you too L{Cpl. L. 

We wonder If Its compulsory for pte. 
VIENNEAU to wear a pair of shiners 
every month ...... or is It a style he has 
adopted? 

Welcome to CQMS GEORGE HALL who 
has returned recently from C.O.F. We 
will likely hear his old saying "are you 
some. .... . this mo'ntn" once again. 

Gee it must be nice to be In live Uke 
pte. Harper A. L ....... We understand he 
wrote home for a pair of shoes for his 
lady friend. I wonder If they will be golden 
slippers to keep her off the street ? ..... . 

What certain guy on the kitchen staff 
is trying to steal the cook's girl by giving 
her photos behind his back. His Initials 
could be L. G. 

correct Johny and Symes or am I mistaken. 
This week we said so long to Lockman 

E who has been posted to Hq Coy to 
remain a little Fox. Acting In the role of 
C S M Company Sanitary Man. Take good 
care of the boss. 

The C Q M S Is still on the look out for 
a truck going to Delfzijl over the week 
end. He really likes that place and who 
dont? 

Who Is the certain Cpl. always pressing 
his uniform ( C 0 S). The big attraction 
seems to be In Leeuwarden. Could It be 
the hamburgers at the Granite Club or the 

can have smaller dJxfes. As the ones they shows. 
now have are too heavy to lift. Isnt that 

( 
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BOATES TERRIERS 
When the new beer ration is drawn there 

will be two extra barrels this week for the 
benefit of one "D'' Coy LfCpl. Could Wil
liams be the name ? 

There is one highly esteemed private 
writing to Dorthy Dix to find out what he 
shall do after Murray, C W has gone. Pte. 
King does not believe in stories with a 
happy ending anymore. 

Is Saunders practicing to swim the 
English Channel? He is offering ten wood
bines to anyone who will dive into one 
of the local canals to retrieve his boots. 
By the way, he did make the opposite bank 
with the help of one of his Dutch friends. 

There are awful noises heard comi.ng 
from 16 Plt area. It sounds like some one 
sitting on a cat, or kllllng a pig so I've 
been told but don't you worry what they 
say, you go right ahead, someday you will 
be a great piper. 

Who, was that man who spent two days 
shining brass and scrubbing web only to 
find out that there was to be no stick man 
that night. Sorry boy, but don't tell it to 
the Padre, he has nothing to do with the 
guard. 

As you know, we have been honoured 
with the presecce of some home-grown 
morale boosters, wei there is one blond
headed ,Romeo" having better drearr.s 
now. He says, "She smiled - offered me 
a cigarette and spoke pure Canadian. 
Watch that boy, you are going home 
shortly where that stuff grows. 

URGENTEY WANTED. 

Anyone having old or new gold please 
contact an officer in our Coy, Gold will be 
sufficient, diamonds are not required in this 
country. 

Why did Major Boates come back from Gro
ningen with a long face Tuesday night ? 
Ask Joe. However, the Major's spirits have 
been somewhat revived after collecting hi.s 
gains at the Horse Races at Bolsward 
Thursday. He will have to do his own bat
man services for a few days, since Bill, 
his batman, is taking a "Haversick" week
end. 

The company was very pleased to learn 
that Briand, A. J. has been selected for the 
U. K. Motor Mechanics Course. Good luck, 
Briand, and lots of success. 

We hear that Sgt. L. I. ·MacDonald is out 
to capture the honors at the coming Ama
teur Contest. The company would like to 
thank Captai.n Fox for donating L. I. the 
violin. The Serg is not seen in the custo
mary places during the evenings. We presu
me that he is practicing. Good luck L.I. 
We know that you can do it. 

I ..... •• • # 
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CHATTER FROM CHARLIE 
"Bill the Great" Rearden certainly has 

gone regimental lately. Everytime I see 
him, he's polishing brass or scrubbing web 
ge:1.r. Surely an old soldier like Bill isn't 
trying for a hook at this stage of the 
game. 

Dornadic's interview with the S P 0, "Sir 
I have been werking in Charlie Coy. 
kitchen for some time now. De you think 
it will help me get a blacksmith's trade 
in civvy street". 

So CV MacKinnen is in love. Can't be
lieve it but everyone says it's true. 

Since Cpl. Bower is doing so much work 
lately, it would seem only proper that CSM 
Hawkins should recommend him for the 
third. 

Despite his efforts to spend the next 
week or so amid the comforts of the Sgts' 
Mess, Pat Eaglechild was seen winging his 
way toward the Land of the Hun early 
this morning. 

Who will win the battle for a little Dutch 
damsel's love. Donnie McLean of the Y or 
Cpl. Mosher. By the way, her name is 
Annie. Place your bets with this reporter. 

Where did MacKay J. E. get the bag of 
hammers that he takes to the movies every 
night? 

''IN THE LITTLE HUT CLOSE BY". 

I watched them making crosses 
In the little hut close by, 
Tiny wooden crosses 
For men who were going to die. 
They whistled while they shaped them. 
Maybe to hide a sob, 
Or to show that wooden crosses 
Meant just another job. 
I pray they don't but it they do 
May each and every one 
Mark the eternal resting place 
Of a brave Cape Breton son. 

By. CSM/J. W. 01 dfo rd. 

0 B B PIPE BAND. 
They're a very good bunch, although I'm 

[afraid 
They'd rather press blankets than go on 

(parade. 
When the me.rker is called and they're 

[ready to go, 
The drummers all beat it, the pipers all 

[blow. 
When the pipe-major hollars there isn't a 

[sound, 
More disciplined soldiers can never be found. 
And neither can they w.hen there's work 

[to be done. 
But then that's the way an army is run 
Yet you must give them credit, I don't 

(know what for 
Now that I'm ln, its not wise to say more. 

: Anon. 
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SOFTBALL. 

In a game which featured heavy hitting 
throughout, the undefeated Ha.yshaker nine 
chaulked up another win by lambasting 
"B" Coy to the tune of 28--9. For the 
winners, every member of the team played 
heads-up ball and the superb pitching of 
Lorette and Young who had the losers 
eating out of their palms certainly deser
ves to be mentioned. On the losing side 
Perry was outstanding, he played centre 
field like a pro. Baker Coy used three 
pitchers, but to no avail, the booming bats 
of the winners could not be stopped. 

This reporter would like to know why 
"C" Coy hasn' t played the Hayshakers as 
yet. It has been a boast of "Monk" Camp
bell, that his Commandos can and will 

5th. Div. CHAMP. 

"Sharkey" MacDonald cllusy lightweight 
boxer of this unit. 

"BAY-NEWS" 

change the undefeated Haysbakers to de
feated whenever they meet. Both teams 
have good hurlers and heavy hitting power 
and I am sure that it would be a close 
game from start to finish. 

According to the latest reports, the Am
sterdam and Hague rinks have been taken 
over by the army and a banner hockey 
season is expected. Surely, we the Bay 
Boys, can Ice at least one good team to 
represent the unit. Also, it certainly would 
be a great th.ing if an inter-company league 
was possible. 

"LITTLE JOES" 
Cont. from page 4 

The boys of B Coy tried again to beat 
the Hayshakers. Of course we didnt win 
but we are improving. A few more players 
like Perry and we are well on the way fol' 
a win. 

The Cherry Hill kid got himself a neat 
little prize at the stage show the other 
night in the form of a Ronson lighter and 
kit. Will do to light fires with this winter. 

What good job has Sampson got him
self ? Better than standing guard isnt it 
Sammy. Should be a few extra Gliders in 
it for you are isnt that part of the bargain. 

Members of the Hagshakers softball team 
captained by "Jack" Yormg who is 

pictured on the extreme right 

; 
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THROUGH THE KEYHOLE BR ASS HAT SECTION 
At last something has been done to 

alleviate the congestion at Mickey Welsh's, 
one of our grievances bas been rectified. 
On Tuesday of last week another Tavern 
was opened for the benefit of 0 R's in 
"A" Coy's mess. There is multi space to 
move about and the brass hats deserve to 
be congratulated on their attemps to 
keep the poor "bucks" happy while we 
are stationed In this "graveyard of the 
living''. 

Last week our battalion was treated to 
a top-notch stage performance by the Ha
lifax Herald Concert Party. The show was 
under the able supervision of none other 
than radio famous "Uncle Mel". Since the 
cease f ire we have seen many stage shows 
but none have compared with this one in 
any way. From everyone's viewpoint it 
was a show that packed variety throughout 
Its entirety. Each performer is a star in 
his or her self. I t also made us all proud 
to know that such accomplished talent 
came from our own native province. In an 
interview with Mrs. H. 0. Mills, better 
known as Aunt Mel, we were told that it 
had been the party's ernest desire to play 
before a Nova Scotian battalion and that 

Duck hunting seems to be the craze with 
certain members of the mess the past few 
days. At least two of our officers are seen 
tramping through the marshes of distant 
fields with shot guns slung and pistols in 
hand. Strange thing though - what hap
pens to the ducks after the've been shot 
down? Or is this an embrassing question? 

Gordie says that he likes rabbit hunting 
better. I've heard of many strange things 
that a jeep can do, bt.t it's the first time 
I heard the story of using one for catching 
rabbits. Better get a patent on that idea, 
boy. 

We all looked twice when we entered the 
mess a few days ago. We thought that B. 
L. Montgomery had paid us a visit. Are 
corduroys going to be an issue, sir ? 

The end of the week has seen our mess 
increased by four or five. Bain has retur
ned from the great Paris but I still can't 
understand why he did not stay there 
until it was over. 

We welcome to our mess this time three 
personnel selection offi~ers and hope that 
their stay will be a pleasant one. Don't let 
them give you the Glace Bay Hotel 
treatment, though. Glad to hawe you with 
us! 

Congratulations to Firzz ! Routine Or
ders show that he has been awarded an 
MID for outstanding work in Italy. Those 
of you who remember the cold and the 
discomfort of the Italian fronts, and the 
warm meals supplied to you by him, will 
sing with praise that this was a decoration 
well deserved for a job well done. 

What goes on In the Medical Corps? In 
the past few weeks we've had no less 
that five M.O.'s, but this time I hope we 
can admit Capt. MacKay to our fold and 
depend on him staying a while. Incidentally 
fellows, this sawbones plays the bag-pipes, 
and (for sgts only) he does wear a kilt. 

DIZZV SAYS: 

The height of laziness-the man who 
will stand with a cocktail shaker in his 
hand waiting for an earthquake. 

* 
Dizzy Says : He's so economical, he puts 

glue in his mustache so his kisses will 
last longer. 

* 
Dizzy : No getting around it, there's 

one fellow I must take off my hat to. 
Canary : W)lo is he ? 
Dizzy : My barber. 
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HAYSHAKERS CROSS THE RHINE 
In a lightning foray that surpassed the whirlwind advance of General Patton's 

Army, the Hayshaker's entered Germany. It was a revelation. Newspaper accounts 
of the destruction of Cologne, Dusseldorf and other large Rhineland cities, at best, 
can only skim the surface. When you actually see it, you realize that no account 
could ever exagerate the complet ruin of these places. 

Cologne - a beautiful city, and no doubt it will be the <Same in the future -
is a living monument to the greatest failure history will ever record. Previous to 
crossing the Rhine, we passed through the beautiful Moselle Valley and here there 
was little evidence of war. A wonderfull Hill-Locked valley, with life ruD.Ding along 
smoothly; and dotted all along with picturesque German vUages. As you passed 
through, you were forced to wonder it these people realized what had happened to 
the rest of their land. Here was found friendliness and the Gaelic-ti.nged Hayshakers 
were quick to take advantage of it. When we drew of this "Fool's Paradise" and 
crossed the Rhinepassed Remagen, BonD and other .Rhineland cities which are now 
mere shells, friendliness ceased and a grim pride could be seen on the faces of 
civilians, that teutonic pride, so much a port of Germans - which is at the same 
time a debit and credit. A debit insofar as it blinded this race to other country's 
rights. A Credit since it strikes you that a devastated land to the German means 
only a temporary drawback. Their greatest asset at this ti.me is this unquenchable 
pride. They seem to accept the occupation forces as a necessary link for their dWn 
rehabilitation, and no doubt the German will use these forces as much as possible 
to reconstruct a depleted Reich. 
· Fratternization appeared to be very popular, both with the occupying forces and 

the German girls. No doubt an invaluable step towards re-education of German 
youth. Much has been said about German stolidity and their fear of being individual 
in their actions. I had occassion to see a humorous example of this in Cologne. We 
stopped near a house that at one time would have housed a decently wealthy German. 
The first story of the house was full of gaping holes but the second story was almcst 
intact. Presently, a well-dressed middle
aged German came up to the door and 
tried to enter. The door was locked. I 
thought he would enter through one of the 
great holes in the wall. However, he 
knocked loudly for a while, and soon a 
head appeared from an upstairs window. 
They talked for a few minutes, and a key 

·was thrown down to the man outside, who 
entered. It seemed so absurd, but typifies a 
mind that run.s in well-defined grooves. 

The men found entertainment in the 
British zone. The English did not stint in 
granting the privileges of their canteens. 
English humor is still crude and strange 
to the Canadian and American. Driving 
into the city of BonD, we passed a large 
walled-off area, with a sign on the outside 
reading "Home For Displaced PersoD.Del". 
Passing this sign, you could look inside and 
there you found a cemetery. · 

In the majority of cities, you were 
amazed at the fashionable dress of the 
women and men. Doubtless spoils from 
other countries. Living accomodation must . 
be at a premium, for in many cities you . 
could not find one complete building. Ger
many to-day is faced with a task that . 
would dismay nation less sanguine than 
she is. · 

Leaving this country, you. could not help 
but recall the ancient dictum: "Those who 
live by the sword will die by the sword". 
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